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Methodology

Objectives

I Comparison of spatial
structures in climate model
simulations

I Comparison of differences
against random deviations

I Comparison not limited to
regular grids

I Comparison expressed in few
meaningful statistics

I Identification of regions of
good/bad agreement

Tools

I Combination of hierarchical
and non-hierarchical cluster
analysis for identification of
spatial structures

Iκ-statistic to quantify
agreement between two
categorical maps

I Different κ-variants to
distinguish between different
sources of differences, e. g.
overall distributions of
classes and spatial
distribution of classes

κ

Definitions:

pab =
number of points (i , j) for which oi ,j ∈ Ca and si ,j ∈ Cb

number of grid points

pa· =
n∑

k=1

pak , p·b =
n∑

k=1

pkb, h0 =
n∑

k=1

pkk , hrandom =
n∑

k=1

pk ·p·k

κ =
h0 − hrandom

1− hrandom

Variants:

κhisto =

∑n
k=1 min(pk ·,p·k)−

∑n
k=1 pk ·p·k

1−
∑n

k=1 pk ·p·k

κlocation =

∑n
k=1 (pkk − pk ·p·k)∑n

k=1 min(pk ·,p·k)−
∑n

k=1 pk ·p·k

Note:
κ = κhisto · κlocation

Application

Data

I Observed monthly precipitation at 2342
stations (German Weather Service DWD)
1976 to 2000 – oi ,j

I Reference data: ri ,j = oi ,j+noise
I Simulated monthly precipitation

[Orlowsky et al., 2008], same stations,
same period: si ,j

I Cluster analysis based on mean, variance,
skewness, kurtosis, extremes, trend
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(a) Histogram of the cluster distribution
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(b)κ-variants for reference and simulation
data
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(c) Individual κlocation for each cluster

Rainfall clusters over Germany (left) and cluster changes between observation and simulation data (right).
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